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Abstract 

 

This paper aims to examine whether it might be argued that different 

passive structures in journalistic Arabic do not necessarily convey different 

semantic content, as reflected in recent research. It will be shown that it is not 

always possible to determine the precise intention of the author based on the 

passive structure, i.e. which aspect of the event he emphasizes — the process 

or the finished result.  
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Introduction 

 

Arabic developed passive structures that are reflective of universal passive 

constructions, such as the internal passive, the periphrastic passive and the 

reflexive passive. The primary interest in this paper is the use of both internal 

passive and the periphrastic passive
1,

 while the latter is one of the most 

prominent stylistic features of journalistic Arabic. The literature on the passive 

in modern standard Arabic discusses the two types of structures while trying to 

show the aspectual differences between them. However, the fact that the aspect 

of a verb is not reinforced by other indications in the text, raises the following 

issues that this article examines: 

 

a. Can the internal passive be replaced by the periphrastic passive 

without changing the meaning of the utterance? Can these two 

structures simply be considered as stylistic variation with the 

same aspectual content? 

b. If there is no proof which can reinforce the intention of the author, 

can the reader understand the described action in both ways, i.e. 

either as a completed action or as emphasizing the process? 

c. Researchers such as Holes (1995), Murgida (1993) and Fisher et 

al. (2010) present additional differences between the internal and 

the periphrastic passive. The validity of these distinctions is also 

examined.  

 

The discussion on the passive usages in journalistic Modern Standard 

Arabic is divided into two parts. In the second section (The Differences 

between the Internal Passive and the Periphrastic Passive) we present the 

aspectual and structural differences between the two types of passive presented 

by the scholars, while the third section (Analysis of Sentences Containing 

Internal Passive and Periphrastic Passive) attempts to prove by analyzing 

examples taken from the journals that such differences are not always valid. 

 

 

The Differences between the Internal Passive and the Periphrastic Passive 

 

This section presents the existing differences between the passive 

structures in written Arabic that are presented in the works of Murgida (1993), 

Holes (1995), and Fischer et al. (2010)
2
. 

                                                           
1
It is beyond the scope of this article to present an in-depth account of the term passive in 

Arabic. It will be only mentioned that the periphrastic passive in Arabic is formed by the verb 

tamma “completed, finish”, which is usually referred to as dummy verb (Rosenhouse, 1985, 

p.94) or light verbs followed by a nominal verb. 
2
Badawi (2002, pp.31-32), explains that the well-known auxiliary, as, for example, the French 

être or avoir, does not have the same grammatical value as a regular verbal predicate. He 

argues that the verb tamma in Arabic is not neutral like the auxiliary in French because it is 

considered a part of a complex predicate and thus can be labeled as VP (verbal phrase). 
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Aspectual Differences  

Holes (1995) states that the widespread use of the periphrastic passive that 

is structured by tamma + verbal noun is to report the completion of a durative 

or iterative process. Thus, this structure rarely describes punctual events, 

cognitive activities or emotional states, where the focus is on the result of the 

process rather than on the process itself, e.g.: 

 

(1) tamma ktišāfu ʻilāğin ğadīdin li-maraḍi s-saraṭāni 

“A new treatment for cancer has been discovered.” 

 

On the other hand, punctual actions are reported in journalistic Arabic by 

the use of the internal passive, e.g.: 

 

(2) qutila ṯalāṯatu ʼašḫāṣin ʼamsi ʼaṯnāʼa maʻrakatin 

“Three people were killed yesterday during battle.” 

(3) wa qadi ktušifa l-ḥarīru fī ṣ-ṣīni fī ʻām 2640 

“Silk was discovered in China in 2640 B.C.”  

(Holes, 1995, pp.258-259; Fischer et al., 2010, p. 33) 

 

Example 1 exhibits durativity, i.e. it simply refers to the fact that the given 

situation, namely the discovery of the new treatment, lasted for a certain period 

of time (Comrie, 1976, p. 42). There is no doubt that the use of the auxiliary 

tamma, which is translated as “to be completed” (the discovery process was 

completed), indicates that the durative action came to its end, i.e. it is 

completed. 

As for punctuality, this signifies that the situation does not last over time 

and takes place momentarily (Comrie, 1976, p.42). Therefore, according to 

Holes, example 2 could not be formed by the periphrastic passive *tamma 

qatlu ṯalāṯati ʼašḫāṣin “the killing of three people was completed”, because 

death in a battle is accidental, unpredictable and sudden – features that 

characterize a punctual action rather than a durative action.
1
 However, in 

examining example 3 − which is the opposite of example 1 − the internal 

passive might be explained by saying that the discovery of the silk was sudden, 

and thus can be considered as a punctual activity (Holes, 1995, p. 258). In other 

words, the difference between the sentences might be explained by the 

intention of the author which dictates the passive structure. If the intention of 

the author is to emphasize the process, he would chose the periphrastic passive 

(example 1), while by using the internal passive he would indicate the finished 

result (example 3).  

The following difference belongs, according to the researchers, to the 

semantic domain; both Murgida (1993) and Holes (1995) mention that 

experiential verbs, i.e. verbs expressing cognitive activities, speech and 

                                                                                                                                                         
Additionally, light verbs like tamma or ğarā tend to lose their original semantic meaning when 

they are introduced in the periphrastic passive. 
1
This argument of Holes can be refuted because intentional killing can happen during a war, 

therefore using in this case the periphrastic phrase is also possible. 
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emotional states, are typically passivized using the internal passive rather than 

the periphrastic passive, e.g.:  

 

(4) tuʻtabaru hāḏihi l-muškilatu min ʼahammi l-mašākili 

“This is considered to be one of the most important problems.” 

(Murgida, 1993, p.94; Holes, 1995, p. 259) 

 

Additional specific expressions are mentioned by Fischer et al. (2010): 

 

(5) hunā lā yulʻabu wa-lā yusbaḥu 

“Here, playing and swimming are prohibited.” (*here will not be 

played and be swum) 

(6) māḏā tabaqqā laka minhu? šayʼun lā yuḏkaru 

“What is left for you from him? Something that is not remembered 

(could be remembered).” 

 

Ambiguity caused by Orthography 

In addition to the semantic-aspectual differences noted in the previous 

examples, Murgida connects orthography and ambiguity, i.e. due to the lack of 

vowelization in journalistic Arabic, some verbs can be read as passive or active 

verbs. However, there are verbs whose orthography changes in passive verbs, 

which cause them to be unambiguous, as, for example, the verb ʼuṣība “was 

injured”, which in active is formed as ʼaṣāba (Murgida, 1993, p. 88).  

In the following example the periphrastic passive is used:  

 

(7) wa-ʼaḍāfat: tamma tašḫīṣu maraḍī bi-šaklin ḫāṭiʼin ʻindamā 

kuntu ṣaġīratan 

“She added: my sickness was falsely identified when I was little.”  

 

However, if the reader would have read the same sentence but with an 

internal passive (which is not vowelized in the original text), the reader could 

interpret it as an active verb “she adds: he incorrectly identified my sickness 

when I was little” (wa-ʼaḍāfat: šaḫaṣa maraḍī bi-šaklin ḫāṭiʼin ʻindamā kuntu 

ṣaġīratan). Accoding to Murgida (1993, p. 89), over sixty present of the 

examined expressions in her study are unambiguous. 

 

Syntactic Differences 

Murgida (1993) is the only researcher who referred to the clause type in 

which the passive structures occurs. According to the statistical data presented 

by Murgida, most of the passive structures (67% of the total 51,600 tokens) 

occur in a subordinate clause, while only 32.9% of the tokens were in the main 

clauses. Both periphrastic and internal passives occur in a subordinate clause 

(Murgida, 1993, p. 86). This statistic does not indicate a significant difference 

between the passive structures. However, the examined corpus in this work 

shows one prominent syntactic difference, namely a pronoun suffixed to the 

verbal noun in the periphrastic structure, e.g.: 
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(8) wa-fī bayānin ʼāḫara ḏukira ʼanna rağulan yabluġu mina l-ʻumri 

32 ʻāman min madīnati ʻakkā tamma iʻtiqāluhu baʻda ʼan ḍubiṭat bi-

ḥawzatihi kammiyyatun kabīratun mina l-muḫaddirāti  

“In the last statement it was mentioned that a 32-year-old man from 

the city of Acre was arrested after a large amount of drugs was found 

in his possession.” 

 

The periphrastic passive occurs in a subordinate clause that is preceded by 

the particle ʼanna. This particle attracts the word order SV, where the 

periphrastic passive actually functions as the predicate. Omitting the anaphoric 

suffixed pronoun from the verbal noun * ḏukira ʼanna rağulan yabluġu mina l-

ʻumri 32 ʻāman min madīnati ʻakkā tamma iʻtiqāl is grammatically incorrect. It 

should be clarified that the appearance of such suffixed pronouns is required 

when the word order is SV, where the anaphoric pronoun refers to the 

previously-mentioned subject. In clauses in which the internal passive is used, 

suffixation of an anaphoric pronoun to the verb would be incorrect 

grammatically, and thus such clauses are paraphrased as follows: ḏukira ʼanna 

rağulan yabluġu mina l-ʻumri 32 ʻāman min madīnati ʻakkā ʻtuqila. 

 

Functional Differences  

Shibatani (1985) explains the function of the passive as follows: 

 

“In other words, passives center around agents and their fundamental 

function has to do with the defocusing of agents. This is also 

observed from the fact that passivization does not generally apply to 

non-agentive intransitives, even in those languages where it applies 

to agentive intransitives.” (Shibatani, 1985, p. 831) 

 

Murgida (1993) claims that the internal passive fits the passive prototype 

presented by Shibatani, i.e. there is focus on the object and defocusing of the 

agent. The periphrastic passive, however, does not fit the passive prototype 

framework of Shibatani because, according to Murgida, this passive structure 

shifts the focus away from both agent and object. The defocusing of the agent 

is caused by its deletion, while the object is defocused because it can 

sometimes appear in oblique case (Murgida, 1993, p. 119) as can be seen in 

example 7, where maraḍ is in oblique case instead of nominative case. The 

oblique position has, according to Shibatani (1985), the lowest degree of focus 

among the syntactically-encoded elements (Shibatani, 1985, p. 833). 

In conclusion, the researchers emphasize the differences between the 

passive structures in modern written Arabic. The following section tests the 

applicability of the arguments presented in this section. 
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Analysis of Sentences Containing Internal Passive and Periphrastic Passive 

 

To prove the argument that both internal and periphrastic passives could 

have the same syntactic and aspectual indications, it is necessary to examine 

equivalent sentences, i.e. they must be in an identical context and written by 

the same author. Such equivalent sentences could not be found in the analyzed 

corpus, since the authors typically use the same passive structure in their 

articles. The lack of equivalent sentences may strengthen the argument that the 

different intentions of the authors and their writing habits are expressed by 

their choice of the passive structure. Yet, one cannot ignore the fact that there 

are many parallel sentences taken typically from the same source in which the 

indication of the passive structure is unequivocal and hence they can have 

another interpretation. The analyzed couplet sentences share the following 

features:  

 

Syntactic properties: 

 Both verbs have the same root and verb pattern in the same tense, 

number and person. 

 Both clauses generally have the same clause type, i.e. main- or 

subordinate clause. 

 In both clauses the agent is either mentioned or not. When it is not 

mentioned, it can be restored based on the context. 

Semantic properties: 

 Both verbs are either dynamic or static. 

 The subject in both clauses is either human or non-human 

singular feminine, or masculine. 

 

These clauses show that it is not always easy to determine what the author 

is trying to convey with his choice of the passive structure. 

It might be best to consider first the clauses in examples 9 to 15, which 

share the same syntactic structure. The first example to be considered is 

example nine: 

 

(9a) wa-qad tamma ḫtitāmu l-faqrati bi-ʻarḍin ʼīqāʻiyyin (bānūrāmā 

27.11.2013) 

“The artistic piece was concluded by a musical piece.”  

(9b) fī n-nihāyati ḫtutima l-muʼtamaru bi-qaṭʻi qālibi l-ḥalwā (aš-

šarq l-ʼawsaṭ 6.6.2012) 

“At the end, the convention concluded with cutting a cake.” 

 

It seems that using the internal passive in 9a (ḫtutimati l-faqratu) could be 

possible because the concluding part was not a process but rather a punctual 

event that lasted only a few minutes, so it may be well argued that in both 

sentences the action is punctual, and not durative. The ambiguity factor also 

should be considered when considering example 9a, because it would be 
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grammatically and semantically correct to consider it active voice
1
 wa-qadi 

ḫtatamati l-faqrata bi-ʻarḍin ʼīqāʻiyyin “she finished the artistic show with a 

musical piece,” although it is unclear from the context to whom the pronoun 

she refers. However, example 9b cannot be ignored, where replacing the 

internal passive with an active verb is grammatically and semantically possible, 

yet no periphrastic passive that can prevent this ambiguity was used. 

Similar to example 9, the action of announcement in both 10a and 10b is 

punctual and accomplished rather than durative. Additionally, in both 

sentences reading the passive verb in active voice is possible, however example 

10b, in which both active and passive reading is plausible, demonstrates that 

preventing ambiguity is not always a significant factor affecting the choice 

between internal or periphrastic passive.  

As for the pragmatics, Murgida explained that in the periphrastic passive 

both the agent and the object are defocused. According to Murgida, the object 

is in oblique case because it appears in the genitive construction. However, this 

explanation cannot be used for example 10, because the verb ʼaʻlana in this 

example (10a and 10b) is intransitive and requires the preposition ʻan, so it is 

impossible to indicate here the defocusing of the object in the periphrastic 

passive. 

 

(10a) tamma masāʼa l-yawmi l-ʼiʻlānu ʻan waqfi l-ʼiḍrābi fi rawḍāti 

ṭ-ṭīrati (bānūramā 19.11.2013) 

“Today at evening the stopping of the strike in the kindergartens in 

the city of Ṭīra was announced.” 

(10b) wa-fī malṭa ʼuʻlina ʻan wuṣūli 110 barīṭāniyyina baʻda 

ʼiğlāʼihim min lībiyā (aš-šarq l-ʼawsaṭ 4.8.2014) 

“The arrival of 110 British after their evacuation from Libya was 

announced in Malta.”  

 

Example 11 also shows that there is no aspectual difference between the 

internal and the periphrastic passive, since both 11a and 11b indicate punctual 

action. Furthermore, it might be argued that the action in example ten (the 

announcement) and the action in example eleven (the issuing), which are 

considered punctual, are the result of a process. Thus, announcing something in 

public or issuing any decision requires a process involving consultation 

between those that are responsible for the matter. This process, which normally 

takes time, is accomplished when the decision is taken and can be announced.  

 

(11a) wa-bināʼan ʻalā ḏālika fa-qad tamma ʼiṣdāru qarārin 

wizāriyyin bi-ʼinhāʼi ʼiğrāʼāti t-taḥqīqi (aš-šarq l-ʼawsaṭ 

20.10.2013) 

“Based on this a ministerial decision was issued regarding 

completing the investigations' procedure.”  

                                                           
1
The orthography in the journal will appear ختتمإ , thus without vowelization one can read it as 

an active verb. 
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(11b) wa-fī s-sāʻati t-tāsiʻati masāʼan ʼuṣdira l-ʼamru maʻa 

musāʻdati š-šurṭati (aš-šarq l-ʼawsaṭ 16.7.2012) 

“At 9 o'clock in the evening this (ʼamr refers to the capture of a 

gang) was issued with the help of the police.”  

 

The aspectual similarity between the internal and the periphrastic passive 

can also be seen in example 12. The appointment action is punctual, while the 

selection's process of the delegate can be extended. The selection process was 

concluded by the selection.  

 

(12a) tamma taʻyīnu l-fannānati ṣābrīn ka-safīratin li-muʼassasati l-

ʼiġāṯati l-ʼislāmiyyati (bānūramā 19.11.2007) 

“Ṣābrīn the artist was appointed as an ambassador of the Muslim aid 

institute.” 

(12b) kāna l-bašīr qas ʻuyyina fī šubāṭin ʼiṯra ʼiqālati salīm ʼidrīs 

(aš-šarq l-ʼawsaṭ 6.8.2014) 

“Bašīr was appointed in February following the dismissal of Salīm 

ʼIdrīs.” 

 

The punctuality of an action expressed by both internal and periphrastic 

passives is also exemplified in example 13. The broadcasting action in 13a and 

13b is not durative since it speaks of the broadcasting of a specific episode and 

not of the complete series or in 13b of a specific interview. Therefore, it would 

be impossible to argue that in 13a the context is used in order to say that the 

broadcast is a process which still functions, while in 13b the broadcasting is 

completed.  

As for the ambiguity factor, it seems that in this case it affects the choice 

of the periphrastic passive in 13a because this sentence can be read with active 

verb as follows: wa-qāla l-ʼamīru wīlyam li-šabakati CNN fī muqābalatin 

baṯṯati l-iṯnayni “Prince William said to the CNN network in an interview 

which (CNN) broadcast on Monday.” Such ambiguity was not registered in 

13b, so the sentence is expressed by using the internal passive. 

 

(13a) wa-qāla l-ʼamīru wīlyam li-šabakati CNN fī muqābalatin 

tamma baṯṯuhā l-iṯnayni ʼinna ğūrğ wulida fī landan (aš-šarq l-

ʼawsaṭ 6.7.2014) 

“Prince William said to CNN in an interview which was broadcasted 

on Monday, that George was born in London.”  

(13b) takarrara ḏālika ʼaḫīran baʻda ḥalqatin tilifizyūniyyatin buṯṯat 

ʻalā t-tilifizyūni l-miṣrī (an-nahār 20.4.2008) 

“(The protests) repeated themselves lately after a TV episode was 

broadcasted on Egyptian television.” 

 

Example 14, unlike the preceding examples, presents two sentences taken 

from the same journalistic source and shares similar lexical items. Thus, this 

example could support the argument that the choice between the internal and 
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the periphrastic passive is normally made due to stylistic variation, while 

aspectual and syntactic factors are not considered by the journalists. In both 

14a and 14b the action of saying welcoming words takes only a few minutes. 

 

(14a) wa-ʼuqīmat ʻalā šarafi raʼīsi wa-ʼaʻḍāʼi l-wafdi wağbatu 

ʻašāʼin (…) wa-baʻdahā tamma ʼilqāʼu kalimāti t-tarḥībi bi-l-wafdi 

min qibali hūrst krībs raʼīsi baladiyyati nūrtūrf (bānūramā 

14.7.2009) 

“And a dinner was held in honor of the head of the delegation and its 

members (…) and after the dinner words of welcome were said on 

behalf of Horst Krebs, the mayor of Nortov.” 

(14b) wa-baʻda stiqbāli ṭ-ṭullābi ʼulqiyat kalimātu t-tarḥībi min 

qibali mudīrayi l-madrasatayni (bānūramā 20.8.2010) 

“And after welcoming the pupils, words of welcome were said on 

behalf of the two principals of the two schools.” 

 

The two sentences in example 15 have similar content because they are 

taken from reports on returning archaeological items that were stolen from the 

museum of Malawī during the events of the Arab Spring in Egypt. It might be 

well argued that in both cases, the theft of the archaeological items was 

planned, because the primary intention of the people who attacked the museum 

was to steal its items. Furthermore, based on the context, one can understand 

that the people attacked the museum once (e.g. the word huğūm in 15a in 

singular form) and during the attack many archaeological items were stolen. 

Thus, it would be inaccurate to say that 15a indicates a durative action, while 

15b indicates a one-time and punctual action. Additionally, no case of 

ambiguity was registered in 15a, i.e. grammatically and semantically 

considering the verb in the active voice would be incorrect. Also the argument 

of defocusing the agent and the object presented by Murgida cannot be 

implemented. According to her, the object is in the oblique case because it 

appears in the genitive construction. However, example 15a 84 qiṭʻatan 

ʼaṯariyyatan tamma sirqatuhā exhibits the normal structure of a relative clause 

in which the relative clause modifies the direct object 84 qiṭʻatan. The 

anaphoric pronoun suffixed to the verbal noun sirqa is grammatically 

obligatory. Thus, if the periphrastic passive occurs in a relative clause 

modifying the object (84 qiṭʻatan) that does not function as nomen regens, how 

can it be argued that the object is defocused?  

 

(15a) ʼistaʻāda matḥafu malawī 84 qiṭʻatan ʼaṯariyyatan tamma 

sirqatuhā ʼibbāna l-huğūmi ʻalayhi min qibali baʻḍi l-ğamāʻāti l-

mutaṭarrifati (al-ʼahrām 20.9.2013) 

“The museum of Malawī has returned the archaeological items that 

were stolen during the attacks of extremist groups on it.”  

(15b) wa-bi-ʻawdati t-timṯāli yaṣilu ʻadadu l-qiṭaʻi l-ʼaṯariyyati llatī 

tamma stirğāʻuhā ʼilā naḥwī 800 min ʼaṣli 1050 qiṭʻatan suriqat min 

matḥafi malawī (an-nahār 19.1.2014) 
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“And by returning the statue, the number of the archaeological items 

that were returned has reached 800 of the original 1050 items that 

were stolen from the museum of Malawī (a city in Egypt).”  

 

The next group to be analyzed includes examples 16 to 19. This group is 

characterized by the different syntactic structure of each pair and they were 

chosen to demonstrate that such a difference has no influence on the aspect of 

the passive structure.  

In example 16a, the periphrastic passive appears in a subordinate clause, 

while in 16b the internal passive belongs to the main clause:  

 

(16a) wa-ʼašāra l-bāḥiṯūna ʼilā ʼannahu tamma l-ʻuṯūru ʻalā ʼakṯara 

min ʼalfi qiṭʻatin min baqāyā ʻaẓīmatin (aš-šarq l-ʼawsaṭ 

21.11.2013) 

“The researchers imply that more than 1000 pieces of huge human 

remains were found.”  

(16b) wa-qad ʻuṯira ʻalā hāḏihi l-baqāyā fī mawqiʻi šimāw l-

ʼaṯariyyi (an-nahār 4.12.2013) 

“These (human) remains were found in the archaeological site of 

Shimaw.”  

 

It is possible to say that the periphrastic passive in 16a indicates the 

process of disclosing the remains, while 16b indicates the result and not the 

process. It also might be argued that in 16a, the action of disclosure was 

planned, while in 16b the disclosure happened accidentally. The problem with 

such claims stems from the lack of temporal indication in the text that might 

strengthen them, so there must be hesitation regarding these arguments, 

because both passive structures may express to the same degree, the process 

(durativity), punctuality, something planned or accidental. Example 16 can be 

used as evidence that defocusing of the object does not always characterize the 

periphrastic passive. In both clauses 16a and 16b, the object is actually a quasi-

subject
1
 preceded by the preposition ʻalā, i.e. in both cases the subject is in the 

genitive case rather than the nominative case, and thus it has the same degree 

of focus in the sentence. Finally, it should be mentioned that hypothetically 16a 

could be read as being in the active voice *wa-ʼašāra l-bāḥiṯūna ʼilā ʼannahu
2
 

ʻaṯara
3
 ʻalā ʼakṯara min ʼalfi qiṭʻatin min baqāyā ʻaẓīmatin “the researchers 

imply that he found more than 1000 pieces of huge remains”. Using the 

periphrastic passive in this case eliminates the ambiguity. 

                                                           
1
Fischer et al. (p. 29-31) calls the prepositional object a semi-subject. The object should be in 

the nominative case in the passive structure, but the preceding preposition causes the object to 

be in the genitive case. 
2
Reading the verb as active is acceptable only if the suffixed pronoun hu in ʼannahu functions 

as the subject and not as a dummy pronoun (ḍamīr š-šaʼn). 
3
The orthography in the journal will appear as عثر, which raises the possibility of reading it as 

active or internal passive. 
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Same explanations presented in the previous example are applicable in 

example 17:  

 

(17a) l-fuḥūṣātu ʼaṯbatat ʼannahu lam yatimma l-kašfu ʻan tağāwuzāti 

ʼašiʻʻatin (bānūramā 14.7.2009) 

“The probes proved that excessive radiation was not found.”  

(17b) wa-miṯla kulli ʻamaliyyati t-tağassusi llatī kušifat (…) (aš-šarq 

l-ʼawsaṭ 29.11.2013) 

 “And as every other spy operation that was revealed (…)”  

 

In the section entitled Aspectual Differences, two clauses containing the 

passive structures ktušifa and tamma ktišāfu were mentioned. According to 

Holes (1995), the periphrastic passive indicates that the action of discovery is a 

process that lasts a certain period of time. The internal passive, however, 

indicates that the action happened suddenly without any planning and thus is 

considered a punctual action. Clearly, this distinction is appropriate for 

examples 17a and 17b; yet the question remains − how can one prove the 

certainty of such a claim? Examination of the context shows no specific 

indication that can prove that the discovery of spies is sudden and thus 

punctual.  It seems that the punctuality is expressed rather in example 17a, 

because it might be that the probes were conducted over a short period, 

therefore finding the radiation is not durative but punctual. This argument can 

be well-accepted because no temporal indications appear in the context.  

In example 18 the periphrastic passive appears in a subordinate clause 

(relative clause), while the internal passive starts a main clause. Despite this 

syntactic difference, it seems that the aspect of both passive forms is identical. 

Agreement on something is not an action taken randomly. It requires thought 

and consent of all the parties involved, and both passive forms indicate a 

process which ends by an agreement. 

 

(18a) hadafu l-iğtimāʻi llaḏī tamma l-ittifāqu ʻalā nʻiqādihi huwa 

farḍu ttifāqin min ʼağli qiyāmi ḥukūmatin ntiqāliyyatin (al-ʼahrām 

1.12.2013) 

“The purpose of the meeting which was agreed on is to impose an 

agreement for the establishment of a provisional government.” 

(18b) ʼuttufiqa ʻalā fatḥi l-maʻābiri wa-ʼidḫāli l-mawāddi l-

ʼasāsiyyati (aš-šarq l-ʼawsaṭ 29.11.2013) 

“It was agreed to open the passageways and bring in basic material.” 

 

In example 19 the only difference between the two sentences is a syntactic 

one, i.e. relative sentence vs. main sentence. Both 19a and 19b, which are taken 

from the same journalistic source, refer to the publication of a specific study. 

The action of publication is considered punctual, while it is also the final stage 

of conducting a study, i.e. the publication of its result. Additionally, 19a shows 

that ambiguity or defocusing of the object does not much affect the choice of 

periphrastic passive. Semantically it is impossible to replace the passive form 
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with the active form so the meaning would be that the study has published 

itself. As for the defocusing of the object, no object in genitive structure is 

exhibited here. The anaphoric pronoun suffixed to the verbal noun refers to the 

subject dirāsa. 

 

(19a) ʼakkadati d-dirāsatu llatī tamma našruhā fī l-mağallati l-

ʼamrikiyyati li-t-taġḏiyati ṭ-ṭibbiyyati ṣ-ṣilata bayna tanāwuli l-

mašrūbāti s-sukkariyyati wa-s-sukkariyyi (aš-šarq l-ʼawsaṭ 

13.7.2011) 

“The study that was published in the American journal of medical 

nutrition asserts the connection between drinking sweet soft drinks 

and diabetes.”   

(19b) hāḏihi d-dirāsatu nuširat fī n-nusḫati l-ʼiliktrūniyyati mina l-

mağallati ṭ-ṭibbiyyati l-barīṭāniyyati (aš-šarq l-ʼawsaṭ 29.8.2013) 

“This study was published in the electronic version of the British 

medical journal.” 

The last two examples are classified in a third group, in which both 

the internal and the periphrastic passives indicate habituality or 

durativity.  

(20a) (…) qtanati l-yūnīsif 300 ḫaymaitin muğahhazatin li-faṣli š-

šitāʼi sa-yatimmu stiḫdāmuhā ka-fuṣūlin dirāsiyyatin (al-ʼahrām 

3.12.2003) 

“UNICEF acquired 300 prepared tents for the winter, and they will 

be used as classrooms.” 

(20b) wa-tustaḫdamu baʻḍu l-wasāʼili t-taqlīdiyyati li-mukāfaḥati l-

ğarīmati (aš-šarq l-ʼawsaṭ 29.6.2008) 

“Some of the traditional means will be used for fighting the crime.” 

 

The prominent difference between examples 20a and 20b is the tense, 

future vs. present. Thus, the periphrastic passive indicates a future action. 

However, one cannot avoid the question why the internal passive sa-

tustaḫdamu in 20a is not used. This structure would also indicate that UNICEF 

has already acquired the tents and they will be used as soon as they are ready. 

Furthermore, in both structures habituality is also involved. Both sentences 

express that the use of the tents by UNICEF or the use of the traditional means 

is not a one-time action, but durative and habitual. 

As in example 21, the action of broadcasting in both 21a and 21b repeats 

itself at a specific time (i.e. same day and time). The broadcasting in both 

sentences happens in the present time. In addition the broadcast of one 

episode’s last few minutes and that of the complete series is indeed durative, 

yet the broadcast period is limited in time. Finally, the orthography of the verb 

yuḏīʻu “broadcast” changes in passive, therefore the verb is unambiguous and 

there is no need to use the periphrastic passive in this case. 

 

(21a) badaʼa li-ʼawwali marratin baṯṯu l-barāmiği t-taʻlīmiyyati ʻalā 

qanāti ṣ-ṣawṭi š-šaʻbi ḥayṯu yatimmu ʼiḏāʻatu l-murāğaʻāti n-
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nihāʼiyyati li-l-marāḥili l-ʼiʻdādiyyati wa-ṯ-ṯānawiyyati l-ʻāmmati 

(al-ʼahrām 17.5.2014) 

“Today for the first time began the broadcasting of educational 

programs on the “peoples' voice” channel where the final reviews for 

the elementary stages (i.e. elementary schools) and high schools are 

broadcast.” 

 (21b) barnāmiğu ʼiskāl yuḏāʻu kulla ḫamīsin s-sāʻata r-rābiʻata 

baʻda ẓ-ẓuhri (an-nahār 6.7.2014) 

“The program ʼiskāl is broadcast every Thursday afternoon at four.” 

 

 

Conclusions 
 

Four main differences between the periphrastic passive and the internal 

passive were presented and examined in this paper. As for the aspect, it was 

shown that both structures can indicate durativity, habituality and punctuality. 

The argument of the researchers that the periphrastic passive can express the 

process, while the internal passive expresses the result could be true only if 

there were temporal indications proving this argument. It was shown, however, 

that such indications are usually missing from the text, and thus a periphrastic 

passive can indicate the finished result just as the internal verb can indicate the 

process. 

The clause type was also mentioned as an optional difference. Here again 

it was proved that both structures can appear in subordinate or in main clauses.  

As for the claim that the periphrastic passive is used when ambiguity 

might be involved due to orthography, it could be true if this structure was used 

only in cases where the internal passive could have been read as an active verb. 

The corpus indicates that the periphrastic passive is used in cases in which 

ambiguity cannot be considered for grammatical reasons. 

As a final difference, the pragmatic issue was also raised by the 

researchers. It is agreed that the main function of the passive is defocusing the 

agent. Murgida added that in the case of the periphrastic passive, the object is 

also defocused because it is not in the nominative case but in the genitive, 

because it appears in the genitive construction. During the analysis of the 

examples, a reservation about this argument was expressed, because in some 

cases the pronoun which is suffixed to the verbal noun refers to the direct 

object or to the subject, as in example 8a, where the pronoun refers to the 

subject rağul (or as it is called ’ism ’inna). 
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